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Doctoral Colloquium

Video of Doctoral Colloquium on Linked Research on the

Decentralised Web [52M10S, WebM] and slideshow.

0:00

https://csarven.ca/media/video/linked-research-decentralised-web-doctoral-colloquium.webm
https://csarven.ca/presentations/linked-research-decentralised-web


Autonomy & Universal Access



 Solid Project

Empowerment towards “an equitable, informed and interconnected society”.

Adds to existing Web standards to realise:

Individuals can maintain autonomy

Control of data and privacy

Choice of applications and services

Solid Project, Solid Technical Reports, W3C Solid Community Group, Ethical Web
Principles, Architecture of the World Wide Web

https://solidproject.org/
https://solidproject.org/TR/
https://www.w3.org/community/solid/
https://www.w3.org/2001/tag/doc/ethical-web-principles/
https://www.w3.org/TR/webarch/


 Solid Specification

Solid Protocol:

HTTP, URI

Identity (WebID)

Authentication (Solid OIDC)

Authorization (Web Access Control)

Events and Activities (Linked Data Notifications, WebSockets, ..)

..

Solid Technical Reports

https://solidproject.org/TR/protocol
https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/webid/spec/identity/
https://solid.github.io/solid-oidc/
https://solidproject.org/TR/wac
https://www.w3.org/TR/ldn/
https://solidproject.org/TR/


Self-publishing

Self-publishing entails that an actor can register identifiers for their content, shape

and store data where they have access to, set access control policies, and use

preferred applications to achieve them.”

https://csarven.ca/linked-research-decentralised-web#self-publishing

https://csarven.ca/linked-research-decentralised-web#self-publishing


Web; a social machine



“anyone being (technically) allowed to say anything about anything”



Architecture of the Web

The core design components of the Web:

Identification (URI)

Interaction (HTTP)

Data Formats (resource representations)

Architecture of the World Wide Web, Volume One (AWWW), 2004, W3C

https://www.w3.org/TR/webarch/


Architecture of the Web

Axiom 0a: Universality 2

Any resource of significance should be given a URI.

Axiom 2b: identity

the significance of identity for a given URI is determined by the person who owns

the URI, who first determined what it points to.

”

Universal Resource Identifiers -- Axioms of Web Architecture, Tim Berners-Lee, 1996

https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Axioms#uri


WebID Profile

<https://csarven.ca/#i>

  a foaf:Person ;

  foaf:name "Sarven Capadisli"@en ;

  foaf:img <https://csarven.ca/media/images/sarven-capadisli.jpg> ;

  cert:key <https://csarven.ca/#key-e785> ;

  foaf:knows <https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i> ;

  pim:storage <https://csarven.ca/> ;

  ldp:inbox <https://csarven.ca/inbox/> ;

  as:outbox <https://csarven.ca/outbox/> .

A WebID Profile describing a Person denoted by WebID.



Typical centralised and decentralised architectures

Coupling of Centralised and Decentralised Architectures
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Degree of control for identifiers, data, and applications

Degree of Control

Actor Third-
party

Identifier

Data

Application



What's identifiable?

What can be significant?

What is the "smallest" unit of communication?

Can it be identified? Discoverable? Findable?

Says who? Why?



How accessible?

Only available to a subset of humans? machines?

Publicly archivable?

Says who? Why?



What does it look like?

How can data/information/knowledge be shaped? (interactive?)

Interoperable? Based on open consensus? or was it actually post-facto

interoperable?

Says who? Why?



Third-Party UX: Privacy

JavaScript, cookies are required..

Unauthorised tracking user activities, profiling, ad networks, data brokers..

Behavioural data combined with third-party identifiers.. privacy? what privacy?

User Tracking on Academic Publisher Platforms, Hanson, 2019
Ad Tech Surveillance on the Public Sector Web, Cookiebot, 2019

https://www.codyh.com/writing/tracking.html
https://www.cookiebot.com/media/1121/cookiebot-report-2019-medium-size.pdf


Third-Party UX: Constraints

Resources are actively blocked, rate limited, restrictive reuse..

Proprietary data models and access methods.

Resources include ads; subscription forms; publisher branded; changed

whenever..

Persistent identifiers resolving to landing webpages..



Control Yourself!



W3C Linked Data Notifications design principles

Data on the Web should not be locked in to particular systems or be only readable by

the applications which created it. Users should be free to switch between

applications and share data between them.”

W3C Linked Data Notifications, 2017

https://www.w3.org/TR/ldn/
https://www.w3.org/TR/ldn/


Interplay of Profiles, Articles, Annotations, and Notifications

inReplyTo
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bookmarking
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Profiles, Articles, Annotations, and Notifications

commenting
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Forces

Actor

Content

Accessibility

Applicability

Functions

Registration

Awareness

Certification

Archiving

Scientific Communication

Forces and functions in scientific communication, 1997, Roosendaal and Geurts

http://www.physik.uni-oldenburg.de/conferences/crisp97/roosendaal.html


Forces and Functions in Specifications

https://csarven.ca/linked-research-decentralised-web#forces-and-functions-in-
specifications

https://csarven.ca/linked-research-decentralised-web#forces-and-functions-in-specifications


Implementing a Read-Write Application

dokieli is a clientside editor for decentralised article publishing, annotations and

social interactions.”

https://dokie.li/

https://dokie.li/


Forces in dokieli

Actor

Any web agent — person or software — can use WebIDs.

Content

Actors can author, publish, and reuse Linked Data resources.

Accessibility

Actors can access representations of access controlled Web resources.

Applicability

Expressibility and sharing units of information re applicability.

https://csarven.ca/linked-research-decentralised-web#dokieli-forces-functions

https://www.w3.org/TR/webarch/#def-web-agent
https://csarven.ca/linked-research-decentralised-web#dokieli-forces-functions


Functions in dokieli

Registration

Articles, annotations, and notifications can be assigned HTTP URIs.

Awareness

Notifications to document, profile, or community managed inboxes.

Certification

Units of information at any level of granularity can be annotated.

Archiving

Informing of archiving systems. Robust citations.

https://csarven.ca/linked-research-decentralised-web#dokieli-forces-functions

https://csarven.ca/linked-research-decentralised-web#dokieli-forces-functions


#LinkedResearch on the Decentralised Web

What constitutes “open”? What are the constraints? How inclusive?

Who ultimately controls your online identities and data?

What are the real costs to participate? How about social pressure?

Are we devising ethically grounded mechanisms and artifacts?
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